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The summer internship programme provides students with opportunities to 

 participate in a real-life working environment.   Students are expected to learn

the working culture, develop effective communication skills, analytical and

problem-solving skills through interaction and collaborating with colleagues of

the placement organisation.

In the summer of 2020, it was not easy to arrange internship due to the

outbreak of COVID-19.   Fortunately, the Eco Travel and Hong Kong NGO

Development Centre were able to offer an invaluable opportunity to our

students to cultivate a competent, responsible working attitude and serve the

community in the field of nonprofit management and eco-tourism respectively.
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My internship ogranization was an eco-travel company.   Initially, I expected working in

an eco-travel company would be very creative and involved many outdoor tasks.

Unexpectedly, I was deployed to enter data, tidy up books and files in the office most of

the time. Basically I worked as an office assistant.   However, I found that it really

strengthened my basic administrative skills such as Chinese typing, office software,

Google Documents, and so on…   Besides, it was quite surprising that I could join the

knowledgeable training courses about the eco-travel for free.

GHKS Summer Internship Programme
Intern at Eco Travel

Sharing by GHKS Year 4 student Mr. Leung Ka Kiu, Matthew
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It is my great honour to have

an opportunity to join the non-

credit bearing internship during

the summer of 2020. Only a

few places were available and

I was so lucky to be selected to

join the internship.  The

internship absolutely enriched

and enlightened my student

life.



Interpersonal communication was the most difficult part of my internship.   I haven’t been

provided with sufficient time for introducing myself because colleagues were usually busy

and concentrated on their work.   Furthermore, due to the pandemic, everyone was

expected to keep the social distance even in lunch time.  Later, the internship came to a

brief stop as all colleagues of the company were required to work from home. Fortunately,

my internship supervisor was very kind and gave me insightful advice to carry on the

internship.   My gratitude and deep thanks to her for guiding me to complete the internship

during such hard time.

 

“Home office” has become a new way of work in Hong Kong since the outbreak of COVID-

19.   I was allowed to continue the internship via home office in the last week of my

placement.  I realized that self-discipline was important for home office where no fixed

rules and working hours were provided.  We were free to schedule the working time and

places.  However, we still need to manage the time well in order to complete the task on

time. 

 

By the completion of my internship, I have two crucial ideas to share. The first one is “don’t

miss any opportunity”.  In our lifetime, we may come across a lot of opportunities.  We need

to make up our mind and take the chance because the opportunity might not come to you

again.  I would say that I have made the right choice in joining the internship.  This

opportunity certainly enriched my university life and expanded my network. 

 

The second idea is “compromising and adapt to changes”.  Changes are inevitable, no

matter they were expected or not.  It is a good idea to cope with change by accepting

compromises.  My internship was a good example. It was interrupted by the pandemic in

July.  The three parties, the internship supervisor, the school co-ordinator and I, met,

discussed and explored possible alternative arrangements.   As I was committed to

continue the internship, I accepted the special arrangement of altering the placement

hours.  I was specially allowed to start home office under remote supervision from the

internship supervisor for completing the internship. Upon going through the process of

negotiation, I realized that we all have our principles and rules to adhere to. However,

openness to other peoples' views and willingness to compromise, I believe, are keys to

possible solutions acceptable to all parties.  
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Back to Campus Get-together in
the Frist Semester

A warm welcoming session was held on 24 Nov 2021 to greet a group of

newly admitted GHKS  students. This was the first time students and the

programme team met,  though behind masks and keeping a safe social

distance.   The students were joyful and excited in getting to know their

classmates and the lovely campus.   We look forward to meeting all

students face-to-face when the pandemic come to an end soon.
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